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Key characteristics:
• Domain
• Voluntary community
• Practice together

RESOURCES FOR MANAGERS AND SUPERVISORS IN ONE CENTRAL LOCATION

Welcome to the one-stop shop for promoting leadership and personnel management at the UW-Madison. Campus Supervisors Network is a Community of Practice, formed out of the desire for more communication and discussion between managers in the various divisions and units of our vast organization.

By communicating with your peers, everyone has the chance to learn new ideas and best practices, leading to more effective management and improved outcomes for your staff and institution.

OUR MISSION

Support supervisors and managers in a welcome and safe environment to promote leadership and effective personnel management.
Wordpress Users need this

- Talk about struggles and successes
- More than WiscWeb’s services
- Overwhelmingly positive response

Interested?
join-wp@lists.wisc.edu
What we are

✓ Network where members help each other
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🎯 NOT a replacement for WiscWeb team
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How We Operate

✓ Last Wednesday of the month
✓ Google Drive presence
✓ Email list to crowdsource solutions
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Hey,

I created a super simple gravity form; and, as stated on the webpage, the form email (Admin Notification) goes to Jake and Marilyn.

We’d like for the user of the form to have the option for their form to go to Marilyn/Jake (if concern is related to Hasler Lab) OR to Susan (if concern is related to Trout Lake Station).

Of course, I’d add a field for the user to pick Hasler Lab or Trout Lake Station.

Is there a way for me to make this happen? I think there is in the Admin Notification section.

Thanks
Kelly
Hey Kelly,

Gravity Forms does support that. They have a help doc here which you might find useful:

https://docs.gravityforms.com/email-routing-gravity-forms-confirmations/

Felipe
Hello Kelly,

Gravity Forms can definitely accomplish this. You will need to create 2 separate notifications and then use conditional logic in the notifications to determine which notification should be sent. Attached are some screenshots of what your notifications should look like.

Let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks,

Casey
I agree with Felipe: If the template of the notification can be the same for both locations, choose CONFIGURE ROUTING when setting up your notification.

You can then customize your SEND TO fields depending on the form submission.

Here, I had a field called LOCATION, with checkboxes for your two locations.

This will send the same notification to different addresses.
On 4/22/19 4:43 PM, Kelly wrote:

Y'all are the BEST!! Thank you for the screen shots and the link to more info. I have already made the update and feel wonderful about myself😊

Thanks (an understatement) – I LOVE THIS WP@lists option.
Kelly
Testimonials

Without a doubt, I wouldn’t have been able to build the site I did without brainstorming with our group! Sharing wisdom from a variety of users, from all experience levels... what’s better than that?!
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I have learned that others are in the same boat as me. Feedback on my design from other designers is nice too!
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Not into Wordpress?
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Start your OWN CoP!

https://go.wisc.edu/b67n2v
Join us!

Subscribe Address:

join-wp@lists.wisc.edu

Thank You!

Meet Last Wednesday of the Month
Qs? rich.gassen@wisc.edu